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Comments on the USFS proposed actions for implementing the TMP and the RDEIS

 

My comments and statements are in total agreement with the Apache County Board of Supervisors Resolution

No. 2019-21 Passed, Adopted and Approved October 24, 2019. I am therefore submitting them along with the

Board of Supervisors of Apache Counties TMP comments Dated October 24, 2019 Referencing EIS: No.

20190205 all containing 7 pages as Exhibit A as part of my comments.  The rest are these.

1.  The comments form previous public comment periods dating back approximately 12 to 14 years of this failed

process be accepted as valid now as it's the same faulted process just another stab at taking our constitutional

and God given rights away.  We also want to be able to reference them as needed.

2.  The reality of enforcement is impossible therefore making normal citizen's criminals when you consider more

than 80% heat with fire wood.  Your'remaking it almost impossible to obtain.  Most of us can't afford to change

the method of heating our homes therefore creating another hardship! Are we supposed to do what the

ILLEGALS do and just steal the wood since nobody seems to have control of them?!!

3.  It is NOT correct to keep bringing in outside people that have zero ties to this area and trying to change things

to meet a national mold.

4.  You have failed to manage all the forests properly so now you have decided to try and the citizens to make up

for the USFS's inability to accomplish the original tasks assigned to you.  That is morally and ethically wrong. 

5.  Once again withe the absence of the infamous spotted owl and a host of other things you are killing our ability

to support ourselves by stopping our ability to entertain the tourist trade. NO ACCESS TO THE FOREST NO

TOURIST!! How would you all like it if every so often some big ugly monster came along and crushed everything

you loved and counted on to exist and enjoy life? If you don't have a guilty conscience about it check your pulse.

Your're not a normal human! 

6.  The long and short of it is Don't attempt to fix what ain't Broken!

7.  I'm on the Apache County sheriff's Posse.  these "proposed" (but in the mind of the USFS) done deal changes

devastate our ability to carry out our #1 purpose which is Search and Rescue.  No roads make it difficult to

perform.  Leave the roads alone. Don't try to maintain all the roads, just the ones normally being maintained.

8.  Wise up and work with the people and don't attempt to control.

 


